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all of the available layouts and properties of flip pdf pro can be made available for your template. you can even manage and
organize your whole project with the clear folder model, and then set the whole content easily. you can also add and manage
all the text elements in a detailed tab. when the template is completed, you can preview the template page by page, or you

can even add and manage all the texts on the template page, with the available document functions and properties. when the
page flip book is ready, you can publish and share the book with the contact information you have set. all of the available

layouts and properties of flip pdf pro can be made available for your template. you can even manage and organize your whole
project with the clear folder model, and then set the whole content easily. you can add and manage all the text elements in a
detailed tab. the flipbook now can share to any page. you can create book from each page, and publish in any page to share

your book online to anywhere. you can use your flipbook in all social networks, e-mail and other websites easily. support auto-
publishing: when publish your book, you will upload to google drive automatically with its unique url. people can easily view
your book when access your google drive page. your book can be published automatically at any time. you can choose to

publish your book immediately, and even automatically publish your book on weekends. if you use flipbuilder to publish your
flipbook, you can add and customize dynamic content in on all pages of your flipbook. you can add buttons, text, image, table,

iframe, iframe in any page. and you can choose to display or hide content on each page.you can use google maps to show
google maps, google street view and other map to show your location.
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there are 90+ various shapes to
help you design a stylized and
unique flipbook. you can also

use a shape & line brush to draw
any shape for all your needs.

you can generate a qr code for
your product website, and

readers can simply scan the
code with their mobile device to

open the web page for more
information about the product.
ebooks created by flip pdf plus

are compatible with most
browsers and adaptive to
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different screen configurations
of devices like computers,

phones and tablets. you do not
need to worry about the display
of your flipbooks' layouts and
contents. no need to install

anything! just read it via web
browsers. with the built-in

professional flip book template
functions, you can easily add

content to your flipbook
including images, video, audio,

text, and multi-page documents.
you can choose any of your

flipbook template. with the built-
in professional flip book

template functions, you can
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easily add content to your
flipbook including images, video,

audio, text, and multi-page
documents. you can choose any

of your flipbook template. flip
pdf pro can be used as a screen

saver by adobe reader and
microsoft powerpoint. you can
also select the pdf file, create a
special jpeg image, then insert
the image as a screen saver.
therefore, you do not need to

pay any licensing fees to flip pdf
pro can be used as a screen
saver by adobe reader and

microsoft powerpoint. you can
also select the pdf file, create a
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special jpeg image, then insert
the image as a screen saver.
therefore, you do not need to

pay any licensing fees to
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